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Community detection emerges as an important task in the discovery of network mesoscopic struc-
tures. However, the concept of a “good” community is very context-dependent and it is relatively
complicated to deduce community characteristics using available community detection techniques.
In reality, the existence of a gap between structural goodness quality metrics and expected topologi-
cal patterns creates a confusion in evaluating community structures. We thus introduce an empirical
multivariate analysis of different structural goodness properties in order to characterize several de-
tectable community topologies. Specifically, we show that a combination of two representative
structural dimensions including community transitivity and hub dominance allows to distinguish
different topologies such as star-based, clique-based, string-based and grid-based structures. Ad-
ditionally, these classes of topology disclose structural proximities with those of graphs created by
Erdős-Rényi, Watts-Strogatz and Barabási-Albert generative models. We illustrate popular com-
munity topologies identified by different detection methods on a large dataset composing many
network categories and associate their structures with the most related graph generative model.
Interestingly, this conjunctive representation sheds light on fundamental differences between meso-
scopic structures in various network categories including: communication, information, biological,
technological, social, ecological, synthetic networks and more.

Keywords: Complex Networks, Community Structure, Community Characterization,
Cluster Description, Graph Model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The representation of complex networks using graphs
opens tremendous possibilities to discover their struc-
tural characteristics and latter allows to explain dif-
ferent phenomena related to the system functionality.
Hence, an impressive amount of work have been con-
ducted to study large-scale structure in many network
categories such as social networks, [28], [47], biochemi-
cal networks, [2], [1], [48], computer networks, [12], [44]
etc. Among important features, community structure
receives an immense attention since it could help to dis-
cover network organization and thus allow to explain sev-
eral mechanisms that affect network evolution in a meso-
scopic level; to understand different dynamic processes
happening on the network; to study network behaviors
associating to functional blocks and so on. Consequently,
a variety of approaches to discover different aspects of
modular structure have been developed in the last few
decades [39], [18], [35], [42]. Several efforts have been
also dedicated to evaluate and categorize these methods
in a systematic way [31], [13], [8], [43].

Even it is widely accepted that communities are groups
of nodes in a network where there are much more edges
that connect nodes of the same group than edges that
connect nodes in different groups [13], community qual-
ity evaluation has been always an controversial issue due
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to its ambiguous definition. That is why community de-
tection is still particularly problem-driven, which means
the perspective of what is expected as a good community
varies according to different contexts and there is no for-
mal concept of community that is well mathematically
formulated and widely accepted as the same time. For
each specific problem, one may have a particular defini-
tion of a good community which reflects expected mod-
ular structures inside a network of interest. However,
plausible solutions are generally difficult to be evaluated
or validated without a presence of specialists who un-
derstand well the system in question and the discovery
mechanisms of algorithms in disposition.

As a consequence, although several community detec-
tion methods are available in the literature, the ques-
tion of which method to be adopted in order to find a
specific structure of community remains a challenge to
be solved [14]. We thus attempt to answer the ques-
tion: “what do structural communities in real networks
look like?” by characterizing systematically communi-
ties discovered in many real world network categories.
This characterization helps network analysts to discern
detectable types of community structures that could be
found on their networks. For example, in a recent article,
researchers show that immunization and epidemic control
are most effective when they exploit the topological prop-
erties of communities [16]. The expected structure may
exists or not depending on the property of the network
under consideration, however a specific characterization
of community structures may guide for a good concep-
tion of detection mechanism or an appropriate choice of
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community detection technique.
Specifically, we focus on the evaluation of struc-

tural communities, which means communities are dis-
tinguished based on the interaction between their nodes
through edges but not on contextual information neither
network meta-data. One could criticize this approach
since it is also possible that real communities in networks
are not structurally good but yet well cohesive according
to a more natural sense of community. However, most of
the time, contextual information or metadata are miss-
ing and the only way to discover community structure is
using network topology. Moreover, a generic analysis us-
ing only interaction information enables a comparative
approach to contrast communities throughout different
network categories, which are not allowed by sophisti-
cated approaches using contextual information.

The paper is organized in the following way: firstly,
some close related work are presented in Section II
to give an overview about similar existing researches;
then quality metrics that are used to characterize struc-
tural communities will be introduced in Section III.
Then, Section IV describes community detection meth-
ods employed to identify and validate communities; sub-
sequently, the network dataset and their uncovered hid-
den communities are analyzed in Section V using qual-
ity metrics presented in Section III. We then present
a conceptualization of community structure using a bi-
variate representation approach which is introduced in
Section VI, then based on this approach, we identify in
Section VII different structural profiles of communities
in various network categories such as: communication,
technological, information, biological, social, ecological
and synthetic networks. Finally, Section VIII draws some
conclusions and envisages some potential perspectives for
future work.

II. RELATED WORK

This paper is not the first effort to bring a comprehen-
sive survey of community detection algorithms in com-
plex networks. Readers can refer to [14], [17], [21], [22],
and [3] to get an overview on the different approaches.
We also have provided a performance review of a dozen of
well-known different methods based on extensive empiri-
cal experiments [10], regarding their scalability, commu-
nity size distribution and co-performance measures com-
paring them with each other. In this paper, we focus
more on a descriptive approach. Our objective is here
to understand the topological nature of the communities
produced by the algorithms.

Lancichinetti et al. characterize community structures
of complex networks in different domains by observing
the evolution of various qualities such as community
scaled density, average shortest path, max internal de-
gree, etc. in large scale networks according to discovered
community size [27]. The evolution of these qualities
in function of number of nodes in each cluster helps the

authors to deduce and characterize different structures
found in many class of networks such as: Internet, com-
munication, information, biological and social networks.

Guimera et al. demonstrate that modular networks in
real world can be classified into distinct functional classes
depending on the composition of connection profiles be-
tween their nodes [20]. Specifically, by using two met-
rics including within-module degree z and participation
ratio P [19], a node in a community is characterized by
seven different roles of hubs and non-hub nodes. Once the
role of every node in a network partition is determined,
the connectivity profiles of interactions in the network
can be analyzed. Specifically, the authors determine two
main classes of networks based on the presence of role-
to-role connectivity profiles. The first class called string-
periphery includes metabolic and air transportation net-
works which are rich in ultra peripheral interactions and
hub interactions. The second class called multi-star in-
cludes protein interactome and Internet networks which
are, on the other hand, rich in ultra peripheral-provincial
hub interactions.

Leskovec et al. investigate the variation of community
structure in large scale networks using conductance met-
ric [30]. In fact, the authors measure the variation of the
lowest community conductance in function of community
size. This variation depicts a so-called network commu-
nity profile which helps to characterize community qual-
ity over a wide range of size scales. The authors also point
out that communities attain the best quality (in terms
of conductance) at a characteristic size of around 100
nodes and provide evidences of a high presence of core-
periphery community structure in real networks through
numerous empirical experiences.

Coscia et al. generalize the problem of community de-
tection discovery by reconsidering the question of what
can be considered to be a community [8]. The authors
then resume popular methods in the literature accord-
ing different quality aspects such as density-based, vertex
similarity-based, action-based or influence propagation-
based (for example, [45] introduces Influence-Guided
Spherical K-means, an algorithm for community detec-
tion based on a new centrality measure, the Shared-
Influence-Neighbor similarity). A definition-based clas-
sification of community discovery methods according to
a large number of community features is then introduced.
This classification approach shifts the attention from how
communities are detected to what kind of communities
to detect and provides another point of view regarding
to community detection.

The most common and fundamental point between
this paper and the previously mentioned work is the ex-
ploratory objective to characterize communities in com-
plex networks by observing qualities using statistical met-
rics. Concretely, we contribute a methodology to describe
community topologies in a systematic and generic way
that can be extended to any category of networks. This
means one can mechanically apply the same analysis pro-
cedure to explore community structures of any network
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of interest.

III. COMMUNITY QUALITY
CHARACTERIZING METRICS

The purpose of this work is characterizing structural
properties of communities that could be found by us-
ing various community detection techniques. Since the
idea of community structure varies from one context to
another, it is not expected that a finite set goodness fea-
tures could fit every intuition of what a good community
is and the choice of any set of metrics would be adver-
sarial unless a specific context is clearly defined under
a constrained circumstance. Meanwhile, many goodness
metrics define community qualities based on the condi-
tions where they are found. Consequently, in order to
remain the analysis as generic as possible, these metrics
are not considered in this paper to characterize commu-
nities. Therefore, we restrict our list of quality metrics of
interest in the analysis by applying the following criteria
from the highest to the lowest priority:

• Since we are characterizing communities in differ-
ent types of networks, we are only interested in met-
rics who delineate communities themselves, not in
a relative relation with the global structure of net-
works where they are found (such as Cut ratio [47],
Modularity [35] or Description Length [42]) even
though their efficacy can not be ignored.

• Potential metrics for the analysis must be rela-
tively uncorrelated from one to another through-
out a wide range of networks in order to illustrate
different aspects of structural characteristics.

• A metric whose concepts can be represented intu-
itively and visually in order to describe most distin-
guishable characteristics is preferable than a metric
that reflects statistical ideas which are difficult to
be presented by simple topologies.

In the later part, we show that the choice of struc-
tural metrics using these criteria helps to distinguish
community structures that are found in many categories
of networks using different techniques of community de-
tection. But firstly, we introduce some general notations
that helps to define metrics commonly used to measure
network or community structures.

A. General notations

We formulate different quality metrics using the follow-
ing notations: given an undirected and unweighted graph
G = (V,E) which is composed of a set of n = |V | nodes
and m = |E| edges where E = (u, v) : u, v ∈ V . Each
node in a graph is characterized by a degree d(u) which
is the number of connections that it has with the other

nodes in the graph. Given a cluster S of nS nodes, which
is a subgraph of G, a function g(S) quantifies a structural
goodness feature of S according to a particular expecta-
tion of community quality. We denote mS as the number
of edges inside S, mS = |(u, v) ∈ E : u ∈ S, v ∈ S|; cS be
the number of edges that connect S to other nodes out-
side of S, cS = |(u, v) ∈ E : u ∈ S, v 6∈ S|. The number of
connections of a node u in a subgraph S with other nodes
in S is called internal degree of node u and is denoted as
dint(u). As such, the external degree of node u can be cal-
culated as dext(u) = d(u)−dint(u). The relation between
internal and external degrees of nodes in S with its num-
ber of edges can be resumed as:

∑
u∈S dint(u) = 2mS

and
∑
u∈S dext(u) = cS .

Based on the previous preliminary, we present in the
following section a list of commonly used goodness met-
rics which can be classified in four principle families:

B. Metrics based on internal edge density

• Density

density(S) =
mS

nS(nS − 1)/2
(1)

This metric captures the idea that nodes in a com-
munity must be densely connected wherever possi-
ble. It quantifies the fraction of edges inside S over
the total possible edges that could be established.

• Scaled density

sc den(S) =
2mS

nS − 1
(2)

Scaled density is a kind of normalized density which
is defined as nS times the density of the commu-
nity [27], [25]. This normalization is usually applied
to palliate an issue due to the fact that the number
of edges in a sparse network increases linearly with
its size, however the number of possible edges in-
crease quadratically. As a consequence, traditional
edge density could not well distinguish large com-
munities and this modification by a multiplication
with the number of node is believed to reflect better
edge density concept in real world networks.

C. Metrics based on centralized or hub structure

• Hub dominance

hub dom(S) =
maxu∈Sdint(u)

nS − 1
(3)

Internal edges of a community can be distributed in
various ways around its nodes, either concentrating
around a few numbers of high centralized nodes or
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uniformly divided into every node. The hub dom-
inance metric is designed to identify the level of
central organization around well connected nodes.
The higher this metric of a community, the more
likely it has a hub-like structure [27], [25].

D. Metrics based on triadic structure

• Clustering coefficient (CCF)

CCF(S) =
3∆S

TS
(4)

Where ∆S denotes the number of triangles in com-
munity S and TS indicates the number of triples
of vertices in S, which means number of connected
subgraphs consisting of 3 vertices. This metric re-
flects the probability that the adjacent vertices of a
vertex are connected. This is a well-known metric
which is usually used to evaluate modular structure
in networks. It is based on the concept that pairs
of nodes with common neighbors are more likely to
be connected [5].

• Triangle participation (TPR)

TPR(S) =

∑
u∈S δuS

nS
(5)

Where
∑
u∈S δuS = 1 if node u belong to at least

one triangle in community S and
∑
u∈S δuS = 0 if

node u does not belong to any triangle in commu-
nity S [47]. There is a slightly difference between
the clustering coefficient and the triangle participa-
tion, while the former considers a good community
based on the number of possible connections which
could be constructed in the community, the latter
only cares about whether there are many individ-
uals of the community participate or not in tight
connections (cliques).

E. Metrics based on external connectivity

• Expansion:

expansion(S) =
cs
ns

(6)

The metric measures the number of edges per node
that point out side a cluster [47]. It represents the
relative out degree of a cluster over its size. The
higher the expansion of a community, the stronger
the its connection with the rest of the network.
Generally, in a common sense, community detec-
tion methods try to minimize inter-community con-
nectivity and hence reducing community expan-
sion.

• Conductance

conductance(S) =
cs

2mS + cS
(7)

The conductance represents the fraction of degrees
of a community that points outside over the to-
tal of its degrees. The conductance reveals how
much the direct neighbors of a node in the com-
munity belong to neighborhood communities. In
other words, the higher the conductance, the more
likely that nodes connect to the community belong
to another community. Leskovec et al. show that
finding a configuration in networks that minimizes
the conductance of communities helps to identified
good network community profile [30].

• Average Out Degree Fraction

meanODF(S) =
1

nS

∑
u∈S

|(u, v) ∈ E : v /∈ S|
d(u)

(8)

with ODFS(u) = |(u,v)∈E:v/∈S|
d(u) is called the out de-

gree fraction of node u in subgraph S. The mean-
ODF value indicates the average of out degree frac-
tion of nodes in a community, a low meanODF im-
plies that nodes in the community connect primar-
ily with other nodes inside the community while a
high meanODF means that nodes connect prefer-
ably to nodes in other communities rather than to
the ones in its own [47].

• Maximum Out Degree Fraction

maxODF(S) = maxu∈S
|(u, v) ∈ E : v /∈ S|

d(u)
(9)

The maxODF reflects the maximum of fraction of
edges of a node in community S that connect out-
side S. This metric helps to quantify the interac-
tion of the most active node of community S with
the rest of the network.

Besides, there are many other metrics in this family
such as FlakeODF, Cut ratio, Normalized cut, etc. However
they expose high correlations with specified metrics in
our analysis and are not listed here [47].

IV. COMMUNITY DETECTION METHODS

We here present community detection methods that
have been used in order to study community structure
in our network dataset. The choice of analyzing meth-
ods should not be considered neither an exhaustive nor
a well representative list. Since our objective is to fo-
cus on different modular structures that could poten-
tially be identified on real-world networks, we only chose
a few numbers of methods whose performances have been
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proven in the literature to be reliable and can be well ac-
cessed by a large numbers of analysts. The only criterion
we take into account is that these methods use differ-
ent approaches to discover communities. While the edge
betweenness method [18] is based on edge centrality de-
tection in order to break networks into several communi-
ties; the Louvain method [6] optimizes local modularity
by iteratively folding nodes into meta-nodes; the label
propagation [39] determines the community of a node
by considering the memberships of its neighbors; and
the Infomap method [42] relies on finding a configura-
tion that maximizes the compression of a random walks
represented by an encoded binary sequence. Of course
one could argument that by using only a few numbers of
methods, it is likely that some kind of structures are not
well covered in the analysis. Although it is a very perti-
nent requirement, within this study, the authors find that
the utilization of some representative methods could al-
ready help to reveal substantially many interesting com-
munity structures. A summary of community detection
methods that have been used to discover networks is pre-
sented in Table I.

Method Approach Complexity
Edge betweenness [18] Betweenness centrality O(nm2)
Fast greedy [7] Modularity O(nm logn)
Louvain [6] Local modularity O(logn)
Spectral [35] Modularity O(n(m + n))
Walktrap [38] Dynamic distance O(mn2)
Label propagation [39] Topological closeness O(m + n)
Infomap [42] Information

compression
O(n(m + n))

Spin glass [40] Energy model O(n(m + n))

TABLE I. A summary of community detection algorithms
used to study community structure in the analysis. They are
used to identify communities in the network dataset.

A. Edge betweenness community detection

Girvan and Newman proposed a method [18] to iden-
tify boundaries between communities in network by mea-
suring a factor called edge betweenness centrality which
reveal the contribution of each edge in the network for
constructing shortest path way between two arbitrary
nodes. An edge with a high betweenness centrality in-
dicator represents an important connection that joints
two compact groups in a network. It means that it is
very likely that the shortest pathway between two nodes
of these groups must go through the edge. Thus, remov-
ing such a high edge betweenness degree connection will
probably separate two loosely connected clusters. The
authors construct a community detection method based
on the idea that if one gradually removes high between-
ness centrality edges in a network, after some iterations,
the network will be disconnected and nodes located in
different components can be considered as prospective

communities.

B. Fast greedy method

This method discover communities in networks us-
ing a greedy method to optimize the modularity objec-
tive function throughout many iterations. The modu-
larity Q is defined as the difference between the num-
ber of edges within communities and the number of ex-
pected number of such edges. It can be written: Q =
1

2m

∑
ij [Aij−Pij ]δ(Si, Sj), where Pij represents the prob-

ability of having an edge between i and j, δ(Si, Sj) = 1
if Si = Sj and δ(Si, Sj) = 0 otherwise. This is a hi-
erarchical agglomeration algorithm which is well-known
for its competitiveness in time complexity O(nm log n)
and can be reduced to O(n log2 n) in sparse networks
where n corresponds to the number of vertices of the
network [7]. The idea of the authors to reduce the com-
plexity of the agglomeration process is only that they
only consider amalgamations between nodes that share
at least one common edge. In that way, they can make
use of the data structure of the original graph in order to
keep track of the modularity changes ∆Qij when merging
two nodes i and j.

C. Multi-level community detection - Louvain
method

This heuristic method employs modularity optimiza-
tion in order to discover hierarchically community struc-
ture for networks and is claimed to outperform all other
known methods in terms of computation time [6] with
a good compromise quality measured by modularity on
large networks. The algorithm is executed through two
concatenated phases that repeat iteratively. At the first
step, each node of the network belongs to its own com-
munity and is considered to be merged with its neighbors
to establish a new community in a way to gain a maxi-
mum increase of modularity. The second step consists of
constructing an aggregated network where communities
in the original network become new nodes; links between
two new nodes are given by the sum of the weight of the
links between nodes in the corresponding two communi-
ties; links between nodes inside a same community in the
first step become self-loop links in the new network. Once
the second phase is finished, the first phase of the algo-
rithm is then reapplied to the resulting network. These
two phases are iterated until no additional modularity is
obtained.

D. Walktrap method

This method estimates the distances between vertices
in a network using a structural similarity measure based
on random walks. Such that the distance between two
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vertices must be large if they belong to different com-
munities and must be small if they belong to the same
community. The approach relies on the intuition that a
random walker may have a tendency to be trapped into
densely connected parts of networks where nodes have
a similar stochastic state. In fact, two vertices are con-
sidered to be similar and belong to the same community
should “see” the other vertices in the same way. Specifi-
cally, the authors proposed to define a similarity distance
rij between two vertices i and j as a function of the dif-
ference between the probabilities P ti· and P tj· to go from
i and j to other vertices in a short number of t steps:

r2ij =
∑n
k=1

(P t
ik−P

t
jk)

2

d(k) [38]. Then, a traditional hierar-

chical clustering algorithm is used to find communities
from this dynamic distance.

E. Label propagation method

This method is based on the idea that nodes in a net-
work have a tendency to participate into the community
where the majority of their neighbors are found [39]. The
algorithm initializes every node with a unique label and
repeats modifying these labels at every iterative step. In
each step, each node adopts a new label that most of its
neighbors currently have and this process is expected to
help identifying densely connected groups of nodes that
have unique labels and considered as communities. Ide-
ally, the iterative process should converge when no node
in the network changes its label, however it is normally
possible that nodes in a network have an equal maxi-
mum number of neighbors in two or more communities.
In these cases, the algorithm breaks ties randomly among
the possible candidates.

F. Infomap method

With a primal purpose to understand the flow of in-
formation on networks, this method is designed in order
to decompose a network into communities by optimally
compressing description of information flows on the net-
work [42]. There is a conceptual distinction of community
notion in this method with the traditional ones. In fact,
instead considering density-related elements, the authors
consider a community as a group of nodes among which
information flows quickly and easily, and so that they can
be aggregated and represented by a single well-connected
module. In order to do that, it can be imagined that the
algorithm employs a random walker to describe informa-
tion flows on a network of interest and then exploits the
regularity of the random walker’s path that have been
traced and encoded. The modules are then determined
as the configuration that minimizes the amount of neces-
sary codeword length in order to compress the regularity
in the path of the random walker.

G. Modularity spectrum-based method

Spectral method, also known as leading eigenvector,
searches for a partition that maximizes the modularity
fitness function using a spectral partitioning calculation
on a modularity matrix B [33]. This matrix is defined
as Bij = Aij − Pij where Aij denotes the adjacency ma-
trix of the graph under consideration and Pij represents
the probability pij for and edge to fall between the pair
of vertices i, j. Here, Pij reflects the expectation of the
existence of an edge between two arbitrary vertices in
an associated graph where node degree sequence keeps
unchanged and modular structure is considered not to
be presented. Inspired from the spectral partitioning
problem to minimize the cut size of a clustering using
Laplacian matrix, the author find out that the leading
eigenvectors that correspond to the positive eigenvalues
of the modularity matrix helps to find a good partition
that maximize the modularity.

H. Spin glass method

In this method, the problem of community detection
is interpreted as finding the ground state of an infinite
range spin glass, which is the configuration that mini-
mizes the energy of the system. Determining this state
configuration suggests useful information to locate com-
munities being groups of nodes that have the same states.
The basic principle of the model is that edges should
only connect vertices of the same class, which have the
same spin state. Here, the formulation of system energy
at the same time rewards internal edges between nodes
of the same group and penalizes missing edges between
nodes in the same group, penalizes edges between nodes
of different groups and rewards non-links between differ-
ent groups [40].

V. AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we describe some statistical properties
of networks that will be included in the following anal-
ysis. It is expected that networks in each category are
spread in a wide range of structural measures. However,
available biological networks that have been published
and analyzed widely are relatively small in comparison
to the other networks of the other families. Besides, due
to the complexity of the analysis process, we limit the
domains of interest at 5 categories which are commonly
researched and where numerous networks are available.
The number of networks considered is 108 which is rel-
atively large in comparison to many studies in the art.
Many notable related work where some of these networks
are also employed to study community structure could be
mentioned for a quick reference: Orman et al. use 6 net-
works to evaluate the structure of communities discov-
ered by several detection techniques [37]; Lancichinetti
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et al. use 15 networks to characterize structural commu-
nities [27]; Darko et al. use 16 networks to reveal differ-
ences between structural communities and ground truth;
Leskovec et al. use over 100 networks to analyze network
community profile [30] and 230 networks to evaluate the
goodness of ground-truth communities in social networks,
within this number, 225 samples of the Ning platform’s
networks [36] are aggregated [47]. Table II resumes the
composition of networks that have been analyzed in this
paper.

A. A description of empirical network dataset

Category Size Nodes Edges Notable networks
Biological 7 1860 10763 Protein, yeast
Communication 9 39595 195032 Email, forums
Information 25 38358 159812 Citation, Amazon
Social 37 6888 49666 Facebook, Youtube
Technological 19 18431 48494 Internet, P2P
Miscellaneous 11 4298 49033 Ecology, synthetic
Total∗ 108 1.99M 9.08M

TABLE II. A summary of network dataset used in this
analysis where Size is the number of networks analyzed
in each category, Nodes and Edges indicates the aver-
age number of nodes and edges of networks in each cate-
gory respectively. ∗The last row shows the total number
of networks, nodes and edges in the whole dataset. This
dataset is collected from several sources including: http://

networkrepository.com [41], http://konect.uni-koblenz.
de [23], http://snap.stanford.edu [29]

.

Some notable structural measures of networks in the
dataset are illustrated in Figure 1. It is noticeable that
apart from biological networks which are relatively small,
the other classes cover quite a wide range of number of
nodes, edges, mean degree, clustering coefficient and edge
density. Since real world networks are relatively sparse,
the number of edges increase linearly in function of the
number of nodes and consequently, the edge densities de-
crease linearly by number of nodes (since the number of
possible connection increase quadratically by number of
nodes). This sparsity property can be easily noticed from
Figure 1(a,d). From Figure 1(b), it can be seen that the
mean degrees of the networks in the dataset vary princi-
pally between 1 and 100 edges per node except for 2 com-
munication networks. In a global point of view, networks
in the dataset have a quite strong modular quality since
most of them have relatively high clustering coefficient as
shown in Figure 1(c). This quality will be investigated
more in community-level in a following section.

B. Evaluating community structures using quality
metrics

In order to characterize structural communities of dif-
ferent types of networks, we apply various community
detection methods on the dataset grouped by category of
networks. We tested the official implementations of com-
munity detection methods introduced in Table I on the
dataset collection presented in Table II. The implemen-
tations are provided officially by igraph (R), the popular
network analysis library which can be easily accessed by
a large public. The default parameters configured by the
implementations remained unchanged during our exper-
imentations.

Once communities are produced, the quality metrics
presented in Section III are used to evaluate the qual-
ity of detected communities. Since many metrics reflect
close structural properties, we analyze the correlations
between the corresponding qualities on the detected com-
munity sets. This analysis allows to select only the most
representative structural metrics to delineate community
structures.

Figure 2 illustrates the correlation matrices of different
structural qualities measured on various community sets
identified by community detection algorithms presented
in Section IV over 5 classes of networks and the whole
dataset. Note that only communities whose sizes are at
least 3 nodes are taken into consideration in the figure
since many metrics are meaningless for too small commu-
nities (which contain one or two nodes). It is important
to note that although some statistical metrics are only
significant when measuring on large communities, the
corresponding correlation matrices for large scale com-
munities resemble globally with those of Figure 2. Specif-
ically, a calculation using only large communities of more
than 10 nodes gives quite similar and consistent correla-
tion scores. The employment of representative quality
metrics is globally justifiable on the whole range of com-
munity size scales. And so that the same metrics can
be relatively significant to represent communities on the
whole range of community size.

As we can see in Figure 2, there are two groups where
metrics are consistently correlated from one to another.
The first group includes maxODF, meanODF and conduc-
tance who represent community external connection with
very high correlation coefficients (except for maxODF and
meanODF in information networks with a relatively weak
relation of 0.51). Besides, the expansion metric also be-
long to this group in technological, information and bi-
ological networks with high correlation scores and more
loosely in the other types of networks. The second group
consists in TPR and CCF who expose triadic tight-knit
structures and are observed with very high correlation
scores in every case of network category. The lowest cor-
relation score between TPR and CCF is reported at 0.81
in information networks and approximately around 0.90
in all the other cases. Without loosing the generality, in
our analysis, these 2 groups of metrics could be reduced
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FIG. 1. From left to right, up to bottom, we illustrate structural measures of the 108 networks: (a) Number of edges as
a function of the number of nodes, (b) Mean degree 〈k〉 as a function of the number of nodes, (c) Clustering coefficient in
function of the number of nodes, (d) Edge density in function of the number of nodes. The dark backgrounds represent the
95% confidence intervals of the regression model outputs used to estimate the linear relations for each network category.

to two representative metrics representing two structural
properties.

Hub dominance (hub dom) is the only metric who is
quite independent of all metrics in the two previous
groups in every network category. The highest absolute
correlation score between hub dom with these metrics is
0.42 with maxODF in social networks, which is still a rel-
ative low correlation. This latter, however, is generally
correlated with density except for the case of communi-
cation networks where they are quite orthogonal. In the
mean while, scaled density (sc den) shows an inconsistent
association throughout the studied network categories. It
is close to CCF and TPR in biological networks but ap-
proaches expansion in social networks.

Based on this analysis, the above community quality
metrics can be grouped in 6 classes that are presented in
Table III according to their correlations over the studied
dataset. In other words, these quality metrics are more
correlated with ones in the same groups than with the
others. Consequently, it is preferable to describe com-
munity structure using a cross combination of metrics
in these groups. We present in the following section a
characterization of internal community structure by a
descriptive approach using an association between met-
rics in 2 different groups. Then we demonstrate by em-
pirical evidences that our approach helps to recognize
different community structures in communication, infor-

mation, technological, biological, social, ecological and
synthetic networks.

In fact, the previous analysis shows that internal and
external structures of communities are generally not cor-
related. They reflect different facets of community struc-
tures. Consequently, the characterization of community
structure can be realized separately from 2 distinguish-
able levels of observation. In this paper, we focus on char-
acterizing internal community structure. Readers who
are interested in analyzing community external connec-
tivity can refer to another work presented in [9] where
communities are portrayed by two variables: the level of
external interaction and the distribution of these inter-
actions over community border nodes.

VI. A BIVARIATE CHARACTERIZATION OF
COMMUNITY STRUCTURE

In this part, we present a categorization of commu-
nity structure in a descriptive way to illustrate different
modular structures. This is an extension of our previous
proposition in evaluating communities using a descriptive
approach [9] for internal aspect of community structure.
We propose a categorization of modular structures using
a couple of representative goodness variables to reflect
highlight structural characteristics of communities in real
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FIG. 2. The Pearson correlations of community metrics measured on the communities detected by the set of community
detection methods on the network dataset. These correlation are calculated based on scores of metrics measured on communities
that contain at least 3 nodes. Metric correlations are analyzed by group of networks in different domains. Quality metrics are
presented in the 6 sub-figures in the same order for a comparative observation. Correlation scores with low estimated significant
levels (P -value > 0.01) are reproduced in a blank background.

Metrics Common concept
maxODF,meanODF,conductance External activeness
expansion External connectivity
hub dom Centralized connectivity
density Internal edge density
sc den Average internal density
CCF, TPR Internal triadic closure

TABLE III. Groups of quality metrics that reflect different
aspects of community structural property. Two metrics be-
long to a same category if they show a high correlation over
the sets of structural communities. The Common concept
column precises common structural features that members of
each group reflect.

world networks. Here, we focus on internal community
structure, i.e. density, sc den, CCF, TPR and hub dom,
will be in the shortlist of interest.

A. Which metrics fit?

It is well-known that density have a weakness in de-
scribing communities of different sizes since in real net-
works, the number of edges normally increases linearly
with its size (real networks are often sparse) but the num-
ber of possible connection increases quadratically. As

a consequence, the quality of large communities is usu-
ally under evaluated in comparison to small communities.
Scaled density (sc den) palliates this issue by multiplying
the density with the community size, so mathematically
its concept is very close with the average degree of a com-
munity which is measured by < kS >= 2mS

nS
. This metric

reflects a very important feature of communities and is
often used to evaluate community quality in a common
sense. However, given a specific value of scaled density,
one have several ways to redistribute edges inside a com-
munity in a manner that its internal topology changes
crucially. In other words, scaled density does not charac-
terize community internal configuration of degrees. This
is the reason why we do not use scaled density or tradi-
tional density to represent community topology.

The clustering coefficient and the triangle participation
ratio (CCF and TPR respectively) are relatively close in
their definition and it has been proved to be highly cor-
related through the previous empirical analysis. They
reflect an important topological feature by implying the
concept that two arbitrary neighbors of a node in a com-
munity should be also connected. This idea is somehow
relatively close with the density qualities since a network
with high CCF, TPR scores is normally dense; however
the opposite way is not always correct, which means a
dense network does not necessarily have many triangu-
lar connections. Here, we select one metric among CCF
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and TPR to describe a common structural property called
transitivity. Depending on the topology of networks or
communities under consideration, one metric will work
better than the other. On a same network, CCF score
is generally lower than TPR score and hence CCF has a
better resolution for networks where triangles are dense.
On the the other side, TPR magnifies better topological
differences in networks where only a few triangles exist.
A further investigation on the dataset shows that there
is approximately 90% of networks whose clustering coef-
ficients are larger than 0.01 and this number is around
60% for a coefficient of 0.1 (see Figure 1(d)). This evi-
dence leads to a preference of CCF over TPR to describe
the clique dominance characteristic since the networks of
interest are quite dense.

Another topological dimension that we employ to de-
scribe communities is hub dominance which is repre-
sented by hub dom metric. Similarly to CCF and TPR,
this metric reflect a structural feature of edge organiza-
tion in a network or community. Specifically, it charac-
terizes whether edges are distributed around one or a few
members of their community and make them becoming
hubs of connection. We illustrate in the next section that
the combination two dimensions quantified by a couple of
values (CCF, sc den) reveals distinctive topological struc-
tures that could help to get insights on how communities
in different networks look like.

B. Locating community structures in a
bi-dimensional space

After choosing two principle characteristics corre-
sponding to two dimensions of community quality space,
we describe internal community structures in different lo-
cations of this space. In order that the distinction of rep-
resentative topologies in different coordinates stays clear,
we profile them in a coarse-grained description level.
Specifically, we considerate 4 fundamental coordinated
zones corresponding to 4 underlying topologies which are
emphasized in Table IV. These classes of topologies could
be explained as following:

Type Transitivity Hub dominance Topology
1 Low Low String-based
2 High Low Grid-based
3 Low High Star-based
4 High High Clique-based

TABLE IV. Four distinctive topologies characterized by Tran-
sitivity (CCF) and Hub dominance (hub dom). There is no
clear boundary between high and low values in the two di-
mensions, it is to be specified in accordance with the context.
The distinction is more clear for medium and large size com-
munities.

• String-based topology of a community is determined
by low values of transitivity and hub dominance
metrics. The low scores in these two representative

dimensions regulate that there is relatively nearly
no presence of clique structure nor hub node. For
large communities, there could be one or a few hubs
and cliques established, but not enough to domi-
nate the global structure. These communities can
be considered as a consequence of a ramification
between several sub-strings which generate a few
loops and hubs in their intersections. String-based
topologies could have a form that looks like chains,
braids, rings, etc. as shown in Figure 3(a) depend-
ing on the context.

• Grid-based topology can be recognized by high val-
ues of transitivity and low values of hub dominance
metric. The absence of hub nodes in the community
organization is probably the most common feature
with the string-based topology. Hence there is a ho-
mogeneity in the connection pattern between nodes
of the grid-based topology. Besides, a high value of
transitivity imply that the majority of nodes par-
ticipate in tight-knit triangular structures which
could themselves, at the same time, be attached
between one to another to create larger and com-
pacted structures. Grid-based communities gener-
ally have large sizes since small ones are usually
degenerated into strings, loops or hub structures.
In other words, grid-based structures are not recog-
nizable by observing in a small scale or a local scale
of communities. Popular topologies of this family
consist of lattice topology, partially mesh topology
as shown in Figure 3(b).

• Star-based topology which sometimes can be con-
sidered as tree-based topology is probably one of
the most popular structures in networks of many
fields. It can be perceived by low values of tran-
sitivity and high values of hub dominance. A low
transitivity indicates that there is not or very few
cliques. On the other hand, a high hub dominance
value implies the occurrence of a “key connection”
which attracts many edges in its community to be-
come a hub. Some popular topologies which could
be found in this class include: flake structure with
one central hub and several peripheral hubs; hier-
archical tree structure. There is actually a close
relation between star-based/tree-based and string-
based topology such that in some contexts, a hi-
erarchical tree could be seen as a string and vice
versa depending on the point of view. The essen-
tial difference of these two topologies which can be
observed from our representation space is that the
more edge-attractive the hub(s) in a community, the
more it approaches the star-based topology. Note
that in graph theory, a tree is an acyclic connected
graph. However, in this context, trees accompanied
by a few loops are classified in star-based topology
unless loops dominate excessively the global com-
munity structure. Some representative star-based
topologies are shown in Figure 3(c).
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FIG. 3. Topology families, from left hand side to right hand
side (a) String-based, (b) Grid-based, (c) Star-based, (d)
Clique-based. Depending on the context, one community can
belong to different topological families according to specific
criteria of analyst reflected by their determination of frontiers
between these families.

• Clique-based topology is quite common in small and
very small communities but very rare in medium
and large communities. It is recognized by high
scores of transitivity and hub dominance. A simple
interpretation of this class of topology is that ev-
ery node must be connected with every other node
of its community in an ideal situation. In a more
relaxed context, nodes are not required to connect
with all other nodes, but with a majority in order
to establish a tight and compact structure. The
clique-based topology is quite close to the grid-
based topology in many ways. The most notable
difference between them is that in a clique-based
community, every node must be in the neighbor-
hood of the other nodes of the community (direct
connection or by one/two intermediate connections
maximum), whether it is not necessary that ev-
ery node must be close to each other in grid-based
topology. Some representative clique-based topolo-
gies are shown in Figure 3(d).

A community structure whose transitivity and hub
dominance scores are medium needs more investigation
to be deduced. Since neither hub, clique nor random
structure could dominate the whole community, its topol-
ogy depends on the distribution of hubs and cliques in the
community. It can be composed of a mixture of different
component structures presented previously to become a
homogeneous and more complex topology. It can also
be a simple attachment between various dissimilar struc-
tures to establish a heterogeneous unit. In a point of view
of dynamic community’s evolution, communities in this
class might be considered as being in a transition period
between elementary structures. Alternatively, it could
be a saturated state where communities attain a certain
diversity and remain their complex structures. Further
extent researches, which will not be mentioned in this
paper, are deserved to cover more exhaustive aspects of

this subject

C. Locating network models in the topological
space

Based on the idea that real networks and communities
are constructed throughout different mechanisms, their
topologies could be in some ways mimicked by using
graph generating models. We attempt to locate networks
created by popular graph models of the literature in the
presented space in order to match them with the most
resembling representative topology.

• Erdős-Rényi model [11] is among the first mod-
els proposed to describe the generation of random
graphs. In this models, two parameters are re-
quired to generate a graph which is a fixed num-
ber of vertices n and a connection probability p
between two arbitrary vertices (alternatively the
number of edges m). Each pair of vertices is then
connected independently of the other pairs with the
probability p, which reflect the randomness prop-
erty of the resulting graph. The expected number
of edges and mean degree of the graph is calculated

by 〈m〉 = pn(n−1)
2 and 〈k〉 = p(n − 1) respectively.

The distribution of degree is binomial or Poisson for
large graphs [32]. If we set n and p parameters of
the model in a way that the model creates a random
graph whose average degree approaches real net-
works: 〈k〉 = p(n−1) = c > 1, where c is a constant
and c� n; the graph will almost surely have a big
component containing a large portion of vertices
and very small components of less than O(log(n))
vertices. This configuration produces vertices that
have all around c > 1 connections. In this pa-
per, without any further mentions, we refer to ran-
dom graphs as ones created by this configuration,
whose average node degrees approach those of real
networks. Since a random network is constructed
from a homogeneous stochastic mechanism, there
is normally no hubs nor cliques which means low
transitivity and low hub dominance values. A typ-
ical random graph constructed with a small value
of p will have its largest component topology re-
sembles the string-based topology as shown in Fig-
ure 3(a). In an extreme regime, when the proba-
bility of connection p approaches 1, the associated
random graph becomes nearly complete as the av-
erage degree < k > approaches n− 1, which means
every vertex connects with almost every other ver-
tex as illustrated in Figure 3(d). The location of
typical random graph’s topology in function of two
dimensions: transitivity and hub dominance is il-
lustrated in Figure 4 in the bottom left-hand conner
which associates to low scores of CCF and hub dom.

• Watts-Strogatz model produces networks with
small-world property, which normally means that
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any arbitrary pair of nodes can be connected
through a small number of intermediate nodes and
the average geodesic distance grows proportion-
ally to the logarithm of the number of nodes n of
the network: L ∝ log(n). The model is built to
characterize the observation that many real world
networks show this property of small path length
connectivity and highly clustered like regular lat-
tices which implies a high presence of triadic clo-
sures [46]. The generation of a small world network
can somehow be considered as an interpolation be-
tween regular pattern networks and random net-
works. From a ring lattice with n nodes and k edges
per node, each edge is redistributed randomly with
a probability 0 < p < 1. The authors find that a
small value of p reduce significantly the path length
characteristic of a regular network where nodes are
only connected locally. This can be explained as
rewired edges create shortcuts between remote ar-
eas of the network and hence reduce considerably
network characteristic distance. A typical small-
world network can be described using an interme-
diate value of p, so that the distance of two ar-
bitrary nodes are very small, the clustering coef-
ficient stay high since the random perturbation is
not strong enough to break the local structures of
nodes in the lattice ring. Besides, the shape of the
degree distribution in the network is quite similar
to that of a random graph where every node has
around k neighbors and there is normally no hub
dominance phenomenon. The topology of a typical
small-world network is relatively homogeneous and
looks like a grid-based topology from a local obser-
vation as shown in Figure 3(b). The location of its
topology in function of two dimensions: transitiv-
ity and hub dominance is illustrated in Figure 4 in
the bottom right-hand corner which associates to
high CCF scores and low hub dom scores.

• Barabási-Albert (BA) model [4] is originated from a
discovery that the distribution of vertex degrees in
many real world networks such as: genetic networks
and World Wide Web networks, are quite hetero-
geneous. Specifically, vertex connectivity follows
a power-law distribution, which means the proba-
bility that a vertex connecting to k neighbors in
its network equals p(k) = Ck−α where the con-
stant C is fixed by a normalization requirement
and α is the power-law coefficient. This coefficient
varies between 2 and 3 in many networks where
the degree sequences are estimated to follow this
model. Networks possessing this statistical feature
are called scale-free by Barabási et al. to highlight
the scale invariance property. This feature is ex-
plained by the authors as a consequence of two prin-
ciple mechanisms: firstly, networks expand grad-
ually by attracting new vertices to existing ones;
secondly, these new vertices have a tendency to
attach preferentially to vertices that are already

Transi-
tivity

Hub dominance

Scale-free
BA model

Random
Erdos-Renyi model

Small-world
Watts-Strogatz model

Nearly-
completed

Grid-based 

Low

Low

High

High

String-based 

Star-based 

hub_dom = 1

hub_dom ~ 0

CCF = 1CCF = 0

Clique-based 

FIG. 4. A categorization of internal community structure
according to two structural property dimensions: hub domi-
nance and transitivity represented by hub dom and CCF re-
spectively. Four representative topological communities are
exemplified in 4 coordinating zones according to their corre-
sponding (hub dom,CCF) scores. The borders between differ-
ent topologies are usually not clear and can be delineated ac-
cording to the context. Characteristic community size should
be taken into consideration when separating characterized
zones since the bigger the community size, the more likely
that hubs and cliques become less significant, which means
lower thresholds will be more plausible.

well connected. That is why this model is often
known as preferential attachment model, implying
that the more connected a vertex, the more likely it
receives new edges. This mechanism makes scale-
free networks hub-profuse since “richer nodes get
richer”, and hence hub dominance values of scale-
free networks are usually high. On the other hand,
the associated clustering coefficients are usually low
and are decayed quickly in function of network
sizes [15, 24], which means low transitivities. Con-
sequently, typical scale-free networks have a close
structure with that of star-based topologies as de-
picted in Figure 3(c). The location of scale-free
networks in function of two dimensions: transitiv-
ity and hub dominance is illustrated in Figure 4
in the top left-hand corner which associates to low
CCF and high hub dom scores.

VII. IDENTIFYING COMMUNITY PROFILE
OF DIFFERENT NETWORK CATEGORIES

In this section, we show empirical evidences to as-
sociate structural communities in real world networks
with corresponding topologies determined by the bivari-
ate representation. In order to do that, first CCF and
hub dom quality scores are calculated over the whole set
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of communities detected on the network dataset by the
presented algorithms. Later, these communities are lo-
cated in the characterized space in function of their cou-
ples of values (CCF,hub dom) which represent transitiv-
ity and hub dominance respectively. The distribution
of communities on this two dimensional space helps to
match the most corresponding topologies with each set of
communities thanks to the topology characterization pre-
sented in the previous section. Since it has been noticed
that some structural characteristics might differ between
small communities called micro-communities and large
communities called macro-communities [27], we proceed
to analyze them separately. Figure 5 delineates the distri-
butions of small communities of 10 nodes or less in 6 dif-
ferent network groups including communication, techno-
logical, information, biological, social and miscellaneous
networks as described in Table II. The homologous dis-
tributions for large communities of more than 10 nodes
are depicted in Figure 6.

At a first sight, it is easy to remark that there is a much
higher diversity of structures at the large scale commu-
nities than at the small scale communities as the dis-
tributions are much more expanded over the space in
the former case. It is reasonable since there are much
more possibilities how nodes can be connected in a large
community than in a small one. Hence large communi-
ties’ structures are more distinctive and at the same time
more complex. Specifically, most of small communities
are found around two axis where CCF = 0 or hub dom
= 1, especially at their crosspoint where CCF = 0 and
hub dom = 1. It means star-based and hub dominated
structures are very well representative for small commu-
nities of every network category. On the other hand,
grid structure is totally absent at this size scale, which is
quite predictable since it requires a large number of nodes
for a grid to be formed. Additionally, the heavy-tail de-
gree distribution recognized in many real world networks
make grids less likely to be established.

In information and miscellaneous groups, communities
are much more rich in structure comparing to the other
categories at both scales. Concretely, besides star-like
modules, there are also many clique-like communities and
mixture structures since clustering coefficient values in
these groups stretch across the whole range. Similarly
for hub dominance values which are measured approxi-
mately from 0.4 to 1 at the small scale and from 0 to 1
at the large scale. Although there are some differences
in community structure between various network cate-
gories, at a small scale, it not very obvious to distinguish
them using the proposed representation. We introduce
in the following part a detail inspection, especially for
large communities, which would reveal essential distinc-
tions between community structure of each network cat-
egory. The distribution of communities over the profiled
map characterizes the mesoscopic structural identity of
networks.
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FIG. 5. Heat maps of distributions of small structural com-
munities detected on different categories of networks are pre-
sented on a two dimensional space characterized by transitiv-
ity (CCF) and hub dominance (hub dom). Only communities
of 10 nodes or less are included. From left to right, top to
bottom (a) Communication, (b) Technological, (c) Informa-
tion, (d) Biological, (e) Social, (f) Miscellaneous consists in
power networks, ecological networks, artificial networks, etc.

A. Communication networks

Communication communities consist in subnetworks
of message exchange in social networks, email commu-
nications, discussions in forums, etc. From the bivari-
ate distributions of communities shown in Figure 6(a)
and 5(a), it can be recognized that structural commu-
nities are quite homogeneous in terms of topology in
both large and small communities. The majority of
them have star-based topologies with very strong hubs
which connect to almost every other node in their com-
munities and very few number of clique connections. In
other words, communication communities are in general
very remarkably high centralized and very low transi-
tive. This property is less clear in large communities than
in small communities since the larger a community, the
more likely non-hub nodes have chances to create inter-
connections and possibly establish peripheral hubs. This
mechanism also gives rise to a few numbers of multi-hub
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FIG. 6. Heat maps of distributions of large structural com-
munities detected on different categories of networks are pre-
sented on a two dimensional space characterized by transitiv-
ity (CCF) and hub dominance (hub dom). Only communities
of more than 10 nodes are included. From left to right, top
to bottom (a) Communication, (b) Technological, (c) Infor-
mation, (d) Biological, (e) Social, (f) Miscellaneous consists in
power networks, ecological networks, artificial networks, etc.

topologies in large communities. Besides, a small num-
ber of hub-absent communities and mesh communities
can be discerned. However, they are quite outnumbered
by hub structures in this network category. This revela-
tion denotes that exchanges in communication networks
often happen around some central elements which con-
vey access to their surrounding elements. Figure 7 il-
lustrates some typical structural community topologies
that have been identified in the communication network
dataset. Among them, star-like topologies with one dom-
inating hub as shown in Figure 7(a),(b) are among the
most representative. Besides, there are also communities
where hubs are less influential and the presence of a few
cliques can be recognized as illustrated in Figure 7(c),(d).
However, within the list of network categories that has
been analyzed in this study, communication communi-
ties show a clearest and strongest hub-periphery connec-
tion pattern with more than 80% of communities where
there are at least 1 node connected to at least 90% of

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 7. Some representative topologies detected in
Communication networks with their corresponding scores
(CCF, hub dom). Topologies are ordered from the most fa-
mous to the less famous in their network category as shown
in Figure 6(a), 5(a). Hub nodes are darker than periph-
eral nodes. (a) Email traffic in an European research in-
stitution [41] community - (0, 1); (b) Wikipedia adminship
vote [29] community - (0.03, 0.87); (c) Email communication
Enron network - (0.07, 0.90); (d) Community of email ex-
change in an university - (0.28, 0.23).

node members in its community and very few periphery-
periphery connections. By consequence, communication
communities are commonly quite sparse in comparison
to other types of networks. Moreover, previous study
demonstrated in Figure 4 helps to infer that communi-
ties networks reveal strong scale-free property. Conse-
quently, a preferential attachment mechanism with an
amplified connection probability to hub nodes would effi-
ciently mimic the structure of real world communication
networks.

B. Technological networks

Technological communities include subnetworks in
peer-to-peer Gnutella file sharing networks, Internet,
highway and airport circulation systems, etc. The most
notable similarity between technological communities
and communication communities is the high presence of
hub-based topologies, especially in small communities as
can be seen in Figure 5(b). In large communities, how-
ever, technological communities show a quite discernible
connection pattern as hubs are less powerful in their lo-
cal as can be interpreted from Figure 6(b). Quantita-
tively, the majority of hubs in technological networks
embrace around 40% to 60% of nodes in their commu-
nities. Additionally, the withdraw of super dominating
hubs is replaced by the occurrence of more triadic connec-
tions in technological communities. It can be explained
by the fact that in some infrastructure networks such as
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 8. Some representative topologies detected in
Technological networks with their corresponding scores
(CCF, hub dom). Topologies are ordered from the most fa-
mous to the less famous in their network category as shown
in Figure 5(b), 6(b). Hub nodes are darker than peripheral
nodes. (a) A community of users of the Pretty-Good-Privacy
algorithm for secure information interchange - (0.01, 0.48); (b)
WHOIS Internet IP community - (0.07, 0.65); (c) A commu-
nity of AS Caida Internet infrastructure recorded in 2007 -
(0.01, 0.92); (d) A Gnutella peer-to peer network community
- (0.01, 0.07).

highway networks or the Internet, hubs are often con-
structed to have a controlled influence and are normally
compensated by resilient connections or supplement hubs
in order to reduce workload, vulnerability or crucial im-
pact caused by their dysfunctionality. Figure 8 illus-
trates some community topologies that have been iden-
tified in the technological network dataset. Topologies
whose hubs connect to around a half of node members
as depicted in Figure 8(a),(b) are among the most rep-
resentative of networks in this class. There is usually a
stratification in the connection pattern as many nodes
are connected to a central node by intermediate nodes.
This phenomenon can be considered as a presence of hi-
erarchical organization frequently found in technological
systems. Besides, there is also a considerable number
of star-based structures such as those of communication
case and string-based structures as shown in Figure 8(c)
and 8(d) respectively. In a general view, the scale free
property is quite clear although hub attractiveness is rel-
atively reduced comparing to communication networks.
A preferentially attachment fitness provided by a model
such as Barabási-Albert would allow to imitate well tech-
nological structural networks.

C. Information networks

Information communities contain subnetworks in cita-
tion networks, scientific collaboration networks, research
engine networks, recommendation networks, etc. Within
the studied networks, information networks exhibit the
most diverse topological pattern with the bivariate dis-
tribution of communities expanded over a wide range of
hub dominance axis and transitivity axis as shown in
Figure 5(c), 6(c). Globally, information communities are
different from communities of the other network cate-
gories by their high transitivity. Such that cliques are
very well presented in many information networks as de-
picted in Figure 9. Many information communities can
be considered as mixtures of different basic topologies
of star-based, string-based, clique-based and grid-based
such as the community of collaboration in Arxiv Con-
densed Matter network shown in Figure 9(h). The pres-
ence of hubs in information networks is still high, how-
ever they are not anymore the only elements who connect
different members of networks. Consequently, informa-
tion networks are normally much more dense and well
connected than other types of networks of the same size
scale. This is probably the most representative connec-
tivity feature of information networks. Similar results
related to dense and clique structures have been also
found by Lancichinetti et al. [27]. Figure 9(a-h) depict
some representative communities that have been discov-
ered in some information networks. While the structure
in Figure 9(d) resembles a star-based topology with a
sequence of periphery-periphery connections; the one in
Figure 9(e) of Arxiv High Energy Physics collaboration
looks like a complete network with some ill-connected
nodes. Figure 9(c,g) demonstrating web and recommen-
dation systems reveal a mixture structure where hubs
can be well recognized and clique presence is also re-
markable at the same time. The hybrid structure is
globally more blended in communities of Figure 9(a,b,h)
than the others. The diversity in the structure of infor-
mation networks can be explained by the way we define
this category. In fact, a commercial recommendation sys-
tem could be very unalike a web citation or a collabora-
tion network, even though they are all considered to be
information systems in the network science community.
Furthermore, their structures are normally exposed to
several complex phenomena that regulate network inter-
actions. Hence, simulating information networks merits
more investigation on each concrete case to determine
principle mechanism that reflects well the mesoscopic or-
ganization.

D. Biological networks

Biological communities comprise subnetworks in brain
networks, yeast networks, protein-protein interaction
networks, metabolic reaction networks, etc. In some
ways, their topologies resemble with technological net-
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FIG. 9. Some representative topologies detected in
Information networks with their corresponding scores
(CCF, hub dom). Topologies are ordered from the most fa-
mous to the less famous in their network category as shown
in Figure 5(c), 6(c). Hub nodes are darker than peripheral
nodes. (a,b,g) Amazon recommendation groups of products
- (0.40, 0.52), (0.33, 0.45) and (0.24, 0.76) respectively; (c) An
educational web system cluster - (0.30, 0.43); (d) A group
of Indochina websites recorded in 2004 - (0.05, 0.98); (e-f)
A community of Arxiv High Energy Physics collaboration -
(0.99, 0.97) and (0.95, 0.99); (h) A collaboration community
of Arxiv Condensed Matter network - (0.44, 0.36).

works as it can be observed through their distributions
in Figure 6(b) and 6(d). The most remarkable discrimi-
nation of connection pattern between biological networks
with the other ones are their string-based rich struc-
ture as can be seen through communities shown in Fig-
ure 10(a), (b), (c). The high presence of chains or strings
in biological networks has been also found by the other
studies using different approaches such as in [27], [20].
This may be caused by the fact that many biological
pathways, which are series of molecular interactions, are
included in the analysis and contribute to the high pres-
ence of strings. Additionally, many biological networks
are only constructed partially due to high complexity in
construction time and technical constraints in biochem-
istry [34]. Therefore, we often observe and analyze small
fragments of networks where many connections are miss-
ing.

Still, there exist biological networks whose topologies
are star-based or hybrid as those of communication net-
works, technological networks or information networks.
However, the hub dominance is globally less important as
biological communities are normally small and hubs con-
nect to much less number of their surrounding neighbors.
A local observation on biological networks probably dis-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 10. Some representative topologies detected in Biological
networks with their corresponding scores (CCF, hub dom).
Topologies are ordered from the most famous to the less
famous in their network category as shown in Figure 5(d),
6(d). Hub nodes are darker than peripheral nodes. (a) A
circuit of medulla of drosophila fly brain - (0.06, 0.44); (b-c)
A protein-protein interaction network of yeast - (0.03, 0.16)
and (0.05, 0.16) respectively; (d-e) protein interactions of
drosophila melanogaster (0, 1) and (0.01, 0.95); (f) A cluster
of human disease network (0.47, 0.51).

closes random structures in many parts of the networks
although hubs are still well widespread. This emergence
of random structures could be the most typical charac-
teristic that differs biological networks from the others.
Finally, popular properties such as scale-free, small-world
are less significant in biological class than in information
or technological class.

E. Social networks

Social communities involve subnetworks of friend-
ship networks, share or re-tweet networks, followings in
Google Plus, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, etc. Our anal-
ysis shows a high similarity in the distribution of large
communities in the social networks and communication
networks as depicted by Figure 6(a), Figure 6(e). For
small communities, social networks are closer to tech-
nological networks and biological networks as shown in
Figure 5(b), 5(d), 5(e). A reasonable explanation for the
popularity of the star-based topology in social network is
that there are many well-known users who are followed or
subscribed by a large number of peoples and are becom-
ing mega-connected hubs. Additionally, many samples of
social networks that are studied consist of ego networks
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(a)
(b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 11. Some representative topologies detected in Social
networks with their corresponding scores (CCF, hub dom).
Topologies are ordered from the most famous to the less fa-
mous in their network category as shown in Figure 5(e), 6(e).
Hub nodes are darker than peripheral nodes. (a) A struc-
tural community in Youtube video sharing friendship net-
work - (0.01, 0.81); (b) A community in Google Plus network
- (0.02, 0.95); (c) A political re-tweet network in Twitter -
(0.12, 0.60) ; (d) A subnetwork of location-based social net-
working Brightkite - (0.27, 0.51).

of celebrities in social media, which makes them intrinsi-
cally high centralized around some mega-hub nodes. The
only difference with communication communities that
has been found in this study is that there are generally
more connections between peripheral nodes in social com-
munities. This can be interpreted that friendship or fol-
lowing interactions are generally more frequent than com-
munication interactions. Although different networks of
social and communication have been used in this analy-
sis, it makes sense to explain that many users are con-
nected in a social media without or very few communicat-
ing interactions in the same channel. For example, two
users could be connected on Facebook as friends, but they
never exchange any message on the Facebook conversa-
tion platform which makes the number of social connec-
tions exceeds the number of communications. Figure 11
demonstrates some popular topologies of communities in
social networks. Note that these topologies are not cho-
sen to argument the differences between various social
networks and it is not the objective of this study. They
are listed to illustrate some typical and representative
structural communities that we discover in the network
dataset. Social networks show a clear scale-free property
as in communication and technological networks, how-
ever they are less affected by mega-hubs and are partially
occupied by clique-based structures and many random
connections like that of small-world phenomenon.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 12. Some representative topologies detected in miscella-
neous group with their corresponding scores (CCF, hub dom).
Topologies are ordered from the most famous to the less fa-
mous in their network category as shown in Figure 5(f), 6(f).
Hub nodes are darker than peripheral nodes. (a) A cluster of a
power network system - (0.07, 0.21); (b) A quadratic sieve of a
factorization of a 130 bit number - (0.08, 0.39); (c) A cluster
of a Lancichinetti-Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) synthetic net-
work [26] - (0.56, 0.18); (d) A cluster in an ecological network
- (0.51, 0.94).

F. Miscellaneous networks

Miscellaneous communities cover subnetworks in eco-
logical networks, some power system networks, sport
competition networks, synthetic networks, etc. Here,
we find many structures, especially in Lancichinetti-
Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) synthetic networks [26], that
are not very popular in the previously studied networks.
Specifically, except for information networks, structural
communities in the other types of networks are usually
very hub-centralized and relatively low in transitivity.
On the contrary, in LFR networks, cliques are quite
popular and normally aggregated to produce compacted
structures as illustrated in Figure 12(c), which makes the
communities highly transitive. Additionally, although
structures of LFR networks are regulated by many config-
uration parameters, their hubs generally have less impact
in their neighborhoods than those of real world networks
such as in social or communication. This is one property
that makes a huge difference between LFR benchmarking
networks and real world networks. Some other discovered
structural communities are illustrated in Figure 12. In
a general view, community detection methods identified
well compacted sub-graphs in most of the cases.
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VIII. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

As a whole, we provide a novel analysis process to cat-
egorize mesoscopic organization of networks into four es-
sential topological groups which show different node or-
ganizations. Each representative group is then associated
to the corresponding graph generative model that pro-
duces a high similarity in connection patterns. Surpris-
ingly, our empirical study uncovers that networks across
different categories including communication, technolog-
ical, information, biological and social networks might
have different community structures and can be described
by distinguishable characterized topologies.

The difference of modular topology between networks
in various categories could help to construct network pro-
files or network signatures by domain of study, and hence
open a possibility for creating adapted network gener-
ative models, network class prediction algorithms, dy-
namical processes simulation and analysis, etc. Specif-
ically, since networks in each domain reveal some par-
ticular modular structures, the mechanisms which are
responsible for their creations, evolutions, degradations
are also discernible. Hence, different simulation or anal-
ysis strategies will generate different impacts on the net-
works in a predictable way if their structures are well un-
derstood. In other words, the network structure profiling
assists to achieve suitable network analysis processes and

to interpret obtained results without requiring expensive
brute force analysis.

We have also some network categories (e.g. informa-
tion networks) which have more diverse topological pat-
terns, which means the bivariate distribution of network
subcategories might differ from each other, even though
they belong to the same category. Describing how big the
difference between subcategories in the same category is
would be an interesting perspective. It would require a
dedicated in-depth analysis, involving the test of several
types of bivariate maps, and probably resort to business
experts to better understand the particularities.

In this study, we include many state-of-the-art com-
munity detection methods whose approaches are quite
distinct in order to exploit different facets of modular
structure that could be detected on the networks. Nev-
ertheless, the impact of these methods on the revealed
structures merits to be examined in more details. An
interesting perspective could be the relation between dif-
ferent topologies and different mechanisms that are re-
sponsible for identifying or transforming networks/sub-
networks from one type to another. Understanding these
mechanisms could help us to explain the effects of com-
munity detection algorithms on the partitioning of net-
works and also how different dynamical processes influ-
ence evolving networks.
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